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Gesturism Art created by Sen  

13 October 2015 

Artist Sen (Shombit Sengupta) has created a new painting style called Gesturism.  

What is Gesturism? Gesturism is Sen’s artistic revolt against digital virtual art done through 
computer  software.  Overcoming  our  indispensable  slavery  to  digital  technology’s  virtual  unreality  
especially in art, Gesturism is irregular deliberate strokes by hand on a physical canvas, paper or any 
other media signifying Unprompted, Vibrant breathing, Dynamic, Unique ideology, Endless purity, 
Psychedelic waves, Shock of difference, Fearless (see attached details on Gesturism ideology). 
SEN GESTURISM ART is a painting autobiography book: International publisher Sage 
Publications has just released their global publication called Sen Gesturism Art - An artist's 
journey from Kolkata to Paris, an autobiography of paintings and drawings of artist Sen (Shombit 
Sengupta) from his academic period 1969 upto today. This 208-page, 32x25cm art book very clearly 
demonstrates Gesturism art (www.sen-art.com).  

Transcending Gesturism art into scrambled installation paintings with one theme, multiple 
gestures: Using Gesturism expressions, Sen has created a new format, the scrambled installation 
painting. The idea behind such a format is for a painting  to  align  itself  to  the  forward  trends  of  today’s  
fast moving, upside down world. The unique feature here is that viewer interaction is invited at the 
exhibition to unscramble a painting that is scrambled. The painting has one theme, and multiple 
canvases with white or coloured lines that flow across canvas to canvas. These canvases can be 
removed from the painting’s  frame. They have an easy-to-fix-in-a-slot magnetic system for viewers to 
physically move them 360 degrees to link the flowing lines. Viewers can thus unscramble a painting 
in multiple ways to express or recreate multiple and different new ideas. In this way, one painting can 
be expanded to carry infinite gestures and interpretations of a central theme. As all the canvases are 
standalone paintings, another way is to arrange all the canvases in scrambled format as individual 
paintings in a room, in one or multiple walls. Or the viewer can discover the original painting done by 
Sen by correctly linking the zig-zag lines in them.  

Leonardo Labyrinth, scrambled Gesturism installation painting, Milan (Nov 5-19 2015):  
Selected by  the  Enciclopedia  d’Arte  Italiana  to  be  among  8  international artists to exhibit at the Museo 
d’Arte  e  Scienza  in  Milan, Italy, Sen will showcase Leonardo Labyrinth here, his scrambled Gesturism 
installation painting. This is his interpretation  of  Leonardo  da  Vinci’s  The Last Supper, the original 
mural  of  which  is  in  Milan.    All  13  people  from  Leonardo’s  linear masterpiece painting are totally 
dislodged in the large 4x1.5 metre Leonardo Labyrinth with 24 canvases of 50x50 cm each. It 
expresses that Christianity has radically changed since  Leonardo’s  time.  Christianity  today  is  
segregated into many ways of worship among billions of people worldwide of different cultures, 
societies and countries who exchange ideas and influence one another. White zig-zag lines break 
into a labyrinth that viewers can piece together to discover the flow of Sen’s painting or create their 
own  interpretation  of  Leonardo’s  supper  table.   

Sen’s presence at 223-year-old Louvre Museum, Paris (23-25 Oct 2015):  
Sen will participate at the International Contemporary Art Fair, a group exhibition at the Carrousel du 
Louvre in Paris, under the new glass pyramid of the most famous and most visited.museum in the 
world 
Exhibitions earlier this year: In Kolkata 29 Sept to 6 Oct 2015, Sen exhibited Sardinian Rhapsody, 
a  scrambled  Gesturism  installation  painting  at  Kolkata’s  Academy  of  Fine  Arts  at  a  group  exhibition  
by alumni of the Government College of Art & Craft. At historic Hubertendorf Castle in Austria from 4-
20 September he took part in the International Fine Art Masters, and in Venice, Italy from 4-6 
September at the International ArtExpo. Sen participated in the Tokyo International Art Fair in Japan 
22-23 May:   
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CEO Painters, influencing global CEOs to be artistic: Included in the art book is a disruptive, 
creative idea of Sen who influenced 60 global company CEOs paint to express their strategic 
management mindset and ideology in an artistic form in 45x65 cm canvas. You can see this unique, 
first time in the world creative output in www.painterceo.com. 

Citation on the book “SEN GESTURISM ART - An artist's journey from Kolkata to Paris”   by 
different professionals in the world related to fine art  
Alberto Moioli, Director & Editor of Enciclopedia d’Arte Italiana: “Sen’s  magic  alchemy  comes  
from  the  perfect  blend  of  India’s  exceptional  spiritual  treasures  with  the  artistic  cultural  richness  that  
he breathed in Paris. Sen’s  innate  sensitivity  further  strengthens  every  gesture  creating poetry of 
great harmony that fascinatingly shines throughout all his paintings.”    

Clement Berges, Curator of Sen’s official Galerie BOA in Paris: “Gesturism  is  environmental  
exchanges Sen has always pursued. What cannot be translated into words he makes manifest 
through his gestures.  All his paintings come from this deep intuition that is steady, persistent and free 
in  expression.”  

Pranabranjan Ray, Art Historian & Art Critic in Kolkata: “Sen has succeeded in detaching his 
gestural marks…to  being  just  simulations of rhythmically  moving  bodies  with  fleeting  stances…Sen's  
obvious first choice in his own Gesturism expressions. His loving hands flow in foreplay before 
lovemaking with curves, contouring curvaceous female-figures. They provide the take-offs for 
gestural play of Sen's brush." 

Dr Giorgio De Roni, Art collector, Italy: "Sen lives his art. It is a challenging experience to enter his 
world where colours, poetry, passion, rigorous technique, love and courage marry a painter with his 
art. His paintings portray his inner soul in marvellous,  infectious  symbiosis.”   

Patrick Navarre, Art Collector & Entrepreneur, Paris (1977): "The brilliance of Sen's lines 
captivates me, leaves me speechless. He knows how to go beyond the drawing; his plots are rare, 
precise and leave food for the imagination. I seemed to imagine a little of Cocteau, a plot of 
Picasso..." 
Jose Ruiz, Designer, Paris: "This book shows us the point of perfection of Sen's work imbued with 
wisdom and serenity, sometimes turbulent, but always colourful and bright, bringing out an authentic 
vital force. This is entirely the personality of the artist as a man: generous, sentimental, humanist, an 
insatiable curiosity and a relentless vision, he can be uncompromising..."    
Dr Una Chaudhuri, Professor of Drama, New York University: "Sen's Gesturism ..evokes a sense 
of embodied movement linked to deeply experienced meaning. It conjures a mode of creation that is 
as familiar as your fingertips yet as compelling as a mystic code..." 

Sandip Sarkar, Art Critic, Kolkata: "Sen's painting style is post modern. He has taken French and 
Indian elements and combined them in different colours and bold brush stroke treatments. What is 
inspiring is that his drawings are strange, not seen before, and meticulous..."    

Natalie Luquiens, Casting Director & Theatre Critic, Paris: "Your paintings spell out life. Life that 
sings beautiful music in our ears... these sounds mingle in your colours. That's the magic... We hear 
your paintings as we watch them. You dare, and that mixture is poetic and dazzling. We see the love 
in your women, freedom in your horses, wind in your flowers, revolt in multi-coloured spots..." 

Simon Colas, Designer, Hong Kong: "Sen's art is a stroke of life brought to us through a stroke of 
genius, wizardry illuminating our lives across continents, cultures, societies and mindsets. He rocks 
your world upside down, opens gigantic gates for the mind while sending you into uncharted 
territories..." 

Subroto Bagchi, Author & Chairman, Mindtree, Bangalore: "In Sen's sanctum sanctorum, his 
studio, there is ethereal energy continuously changing every molecule, its colour, texture, smell, its 
primordial sensuality; a rare, inviting play. I was gradually immersing myself in the philosophy of the 
pure. Sen had initiated me in the science, art, witchcraft and occult of Gesturism..."   

Dominique Rabotteau, Writer & Filmmaker, Paris: "Sen's Gesturism is a real artistic provocation 
that attempts to deface mediocrity, indolence and scepticism threatening our societies. For Sen, 
movement is spontaneous vibrating response and solutions bringing new spirit to the world. Sen is a 
phenomenon that has not stopped surprising us..." 

Contact: Renee Jhala  Contact in Italy: Sen is officially represented by: 
+919845209568 Dr. Giorgio De Roni France: Galerie BOA, 11 rue d'Artois, 75008 Paris.  
renee.senpainting@gmail.com  deroni.giorgio@gmail.com India: ICIA Gallery, 22/26, K. Dubhash Marg,  
Visit www.sen-art.com   Kala Ghoda, Mumbai - 400 023. 


